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Armstrong's Invention of Noíse-Suppressíng FM
Mischa Schwartz
Edwin Howard Armstrong is well-known as the inventor
of wide-deviation or wide-band FM. His first four
patents on this invention were granted on December
26, 1933, followed soon thereafter by demonstrations
of his system before engineers, papers on the subject
of wideband FM and its noise-suppression property,
and, eventually, of course, after World War Il, by
growing acceptance of FM by the radio industry and the
public at large. The years in between were devoted to
a bitter court fight between Armstrong and RCA,
leading eventually to Armstrong's tragic suicide in 1954.
These events are well-documented in Lessing's
biography of Armstrong.(!]
What is not clear is precisely how and when
Armstrong had the intuitive leap-his eureka moment
that led to this truly momentous invention. Armstrong
was notorious for leaving very little documentation on
his inventions. Lessing notes that Armstrong was fully
occupied with his FM work, carrying out thousands of
experiments, from 1928 to 1933, but makes no attempt
to further narrow down this time interval or to explain
how he came to develop the wide-deviation FM
concept.[2] In this brief note, using documentation
avaílable in the Armstrong papers housed at Columbia
University, we try to come to grips with these
questions.
Armstrong had been experimenting for years in
his laboratory at Columbia University with various
methods of reducing static in radio reception.[3] By
1927 he thought he had come up with a solution, based
on many experimental studies with radio teletype
transmission carried out in his laboratory. His proposal
was to "cancel" static noise, thinking that atmospheric
disturbances in a "crash or burst of static" were highly
correlated at closely adjacent frequency bands. His

paper describing the technique and the results of some
of his experiments appeared in the 1928 Proceedings of
the IRE (4) and was promptly (and properly) critiqued
by John R. Carson of AT&T Bell Laboratories in a paper
that appeared six months later in the same journal [5].
In replying to Armstrong's paper, Carson
showed, using a simple, single-sinusoidal model to rep
resent random noise (static), that noise cannot be can
celed out. In setting up this model for random noise
and carrying out the analysis, Carsonrelied on pioneer
ing work on modeling and analyzing noise in communi
cation systems he had been carrying out for some years
before. Carson, however, did make a regrettable and
now famous comment in this paper. In replying to
Armstrong's error in thinking noise could be cancelled,
Carson stated unequivocally:
"Static, like the poor, will always be with us."
Armstrong demolished this unfortunate comment by
Carson just a few years later with his invention of
noise-reducing wide-deviation/wideband FM. So here
we have a thrust, counter-thrust, and a final thrust!
Armstrong's U.S. patent for his wideband[6] FM
invention, which he had submitted on January 24,
1933, was granted on December 26, 1933, with the
number 1,941,069. The patent carried the simple title
"Radiosignaling." lt was one of four FM patents
granted to Armstrong that same day. It was the only
one dealing with noise suppression, however. The oth
ers dealt with such issues as improved means of gener
ating FM (now called the Armstrong system), the use of
a limiter in FM, and FM as a way to reduce signal fad
ing. The other patents had application dates ranging
from May 18, 1927, to January 24, 1933, the date of

[1] Lawrence Lessing, Man of High Rde/ity(Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1956; Bantam Paperback, 1969).
[2] Ibid.
[3] Ibid. and Report, Edwin H. Armstrong to Michael Pupin, April 3, 1933, Box 115, Armstrong Papers, Rare Book
Library, Columbia University. Armstrong himself refers to theseyears of experimentation in tñts 1933 report to
Pupin,which was the first such report rendered "during the 19 years...of the laboratory," as Armstrong noted.
He also commented that, in the Spring of 1924, "I resumed work on the old problem of the elimination of
atmospheric disturbances making some progress toward its solution, despite the widespread belief it was
insoluble. Someof this work was [presented] in October 1927 before the IRE [Institute of Radio Engineers].
Since that time I have been practically continuously engaged on the same problem..." The work referred to as
presented at the 1927 conference subsequently appeared in the Proceedings of the IRE [cited in note 4].
[4] Armstrong, "Methods of Reducing the Effect of Atmospheric Disturbances," Proceedings of the IRE, 16,1
(January 1928): 15-26.
[5] John R. Carson, "Reduction of Atmospherics," Proceedings of the IRE, 16,7 (July 1928): 966-975.
[6] On the meaning here of the term "wideband," see the sidebar "On the Term 'Wideband,"' on Page 3.
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his wideband FM patent. Armstrong, whíle working over
the years to find a means to reduce noise, had been
heavily involved in the design of FM systems as well.
Much of his work on FM systems was carried out in
conjunction with RCA engineers, in his capacity as a
consultant to RCA [7]. Correspondence between RCA
engineers and managers that he worked with over the
years indicates that Armstrong collaborated closely with
RCA personnel in perfecting his FM systems, and
provided demonstrations for them at his Columbia
University laboratories [8]. But these demonstrations
involved narrowband FM systems only, until Armstrong
received the wideband patent 1,941,069.
That wideband FM patent is quite specific about
the noise-suppression property of wide-deviation FM,
indicating that this is the essence of the invention. The
patent begins with the words:
"This invention relates to a method of
increasing the distance of transmission
which may be covered in radio signaling
with very short waves. It is well known
that waves of the order of ten meters or
lower are limited in the distance of
transmission by tube noise alone as the
amount of static in that part of the spec
trum is negligible."
So it is clear that he knew that this method of transmis
sion would reduce tube noise, "due mainly to the
irregularities of the electron emission from the filaments
of the vacuum tubes," i.e., mainly shot noise, but, in the
jargon of the day, encompassing thermal noise as well.
He did not seem to be sure of its effect on static, how
ever, hence the constraint to operate at higher frequen
cies, as it was thought at the time that static would be
much lower at higher frequencies. He then described the
specific invention as follows:
"I have discovered that by imparting
greater swing to the frequency of the
transmitted wave than can exist in the
disturbances due to tube irregularities
and providing means for selecting these

The term "wideband" used here refers to the transmis
sion bandwidth. Armstrong himself, as will be seen
shortly, referred explicitly to the ~ystem as "~ide-swing"
or "wide-deviation" FM. In such a system the frequency
swing is large compared to the audio ba,ndwidth, result
ing in a much . wider bandwidth than wó'ùld be the ease
for narrowband FM or AM. There has been sorne confu
sion with terminology in the literature, some authors
referring, incorrectly, to such a system as "high-fidelity"
FM. The fidelity of a communieationssystem )s based
on its audio bandwidth. Wide-deviation FM with a low
audio bandwidth would be a low 7 fidelity system,
whereas, conversely, an AM system with a wide-eneu9h
audio bandwidth would be classified as a high fidelity
system.
W)äe-deviation FM, with its corresponding
wide-transmission bandwidth, proquc~s noise suppres
sion only. r,tigh-fidelity FM requires a wide-enough
audio ba{.ldWidth as well. lt is clear that AfìTlstrong was
quite aware of the distinctíon. In the patentclaims for
his. invention, he simply spedñed that the väriation in
frequenG:y should be "substântially greater in extent than
the frequency range of good auâibilify."
large swings of frequency which are at
the same time substantially not respon
sive to the lesserswings due to the tube
disturbances or to the variations ln am
plitude due to these disturbances, that a
very great improvement in transmission
can be produced."
Much research was carried out in the 1920s on
noise in vacuum tubes. Earlystudies had focused on so
called shot noise, caused by the discrete and random
emission of electrons that gave rise to the current in
vacuum tubes. Studies by J. B. Johnson of Bell
Laboratories, however, had recognized the fundamental
nature of thermal noise as well. This type of noise
resulted from resistive effects in circuitry as well as from
so-called radiation noise introduced in receiver
antennas.
The telephone engineering community

[7] Gary LewisFrost, "The Evolutionof Frequency Modulation Radio, 1902-1940," Ph. D. dissertation, University of
North Carolina, ChapelHill, 2004. ,
"
[8~ Ibid. See f,or example, the letter, G. W. Hansellto J. W. Conklin,both of RCA, June 27, 1931 Box 160,
Armstrong Papers, which describesa demonstration by Armstrong on June 25, t:wo daysearlier atd which states:
that Armstrong's equipment in New York provided "a much more favorable impression of the pcssìblütìes of fM
thaA ... at Riverhead[the RCA receiversite]." Nete that this demonstration used narrow-band FM equipment.
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recognized the presence of these two types of noise,
bother of which were referred to as fluctuation noise.
Articles appearing in a number of technical publications
at the time described experiments and measurements
intended at understanding shot-noise phenomena in
great detail, for example.
The radio engineering literature, however, does
not appear to reflect this activity on fluctuation noise.
The focus of that literature was on external static, i.e.,
atmospheric disturbances. Not until 1930 did papers on
shot and thermal noise began to appear in the radio
literature.
It is clear from the wideband patent,
however, that Armstrong, at the time of his patent
application in January 1933, was well aware of the prop
erties of tube or fluctuation noise. He wrote about the
"irregularities of the electron emission from the fila
ments of the vacuum tubes." He noted the radio fre
quency noise current as a result "consists of irregular
variations in amplitude." The patent further noted that
"the limit of reception ls ... determined by tube noise
or the disturbances which arise usually in the first tube
in the receiving system." This "interference manifest
(ed] itself as a steady hiss in the telephones or
receiver," and exhibited "a continuous spectrum of sub
stantially constant amplitude." These properties of ran
dom or fluctuation noise are precisely those described in
the work of Carson and other investigators in the
1920s. The only ambiguity appearing in the patent
seems to be on the differentiation made between the
properties of static and fluctuation (tube) noise.
Armstrong's invention of wide-deviation/
wideband FM and its ability to suppress noise, once
announced, was well-received by the engineering com
munity. Very soon after being awarded the wideband
patent Armstrong demonstrated his wide-deviation FM
system for the first time to RCA engineers with impres-

sive results [9). Armstrong's later demonstration of his
system before an Institute of Radio Engineers audience
on November 51 1935, and its very positive impact on
the engineers attending, has been well-documented
(10). The demonstration accompanied a formal paper
presented at the meeting, which appeared later as
Armstrong's now-classic paper: "A Method of Reducing
Disturbances in Radio Signaling by a System of
FrequencyModulation" (11).
What is particularly remarkable about this paper
is that Armstrong was able to demonstrate analytically
the noise-reduction effect of wide-deviation FM, given
that a carrier-to-noise threshold had been exceeded,
using a vector approach. Soon thereafter, M. G. Crosby
of RCA, who had worked for years on FM systems, pub
lished a more mathematical paper on the noise
suppressioneffect of FM [12]. Papersby Hans Roder of
General Electric [13] as well as John Carson and Thorn
ton Fry of Bell Labs followed (14). Other papers by vari
ous investigators soon followed as well.
It is interesting to note that, even to this day,
papers by various investigators have continued to be
published that use different techniques to explain the
wide-deviation
FM noise-suppression
property.
Armstrong created quite a cottage industry of
explanations for this property of wide-deviation FM!!
The reception of FM signals in the presenceof noise is
a highly non-linear process, involving, for example, the
required use of a limiter. Analysis thus does not lend
itself to a tidy mathematical approach.
The question remains: specifically when and
how did Armstrong actually come up with the concept
that widening the deviation ratio results in noise
reduction? These questions are difficult to answer and
may, in fact, never be answered exactly. The problem is
that Armstrong never kept notes of his conceptions or

[9] Frost and G. L. s-eers, Armstrong FM Receivers, RCA Report TR-:251, Febr{Jary 6, 19'35; letter, Harry Sadenwater,

RCA Victor, to Throckmorton, Mareh 16, 1938; and memorandum, s9denwat~r to Frank Wozencraft, March 15, 1940,
all in Box 159, Armstrong Papers. The Sadenwater letter and memo are based Òn Sadenwater's recollections. Beers'
report! speGitically recommending the construction e.f "two rec~ivers for4jeld tests to deterrgine the merits of the
Armstrong FM system," notes on p. 33, that "the results otítaíried by the [early 1934) demonstration were so
impressive that it was decided to investigatel!the ments of this system."
[10) See, for example, Lessing/Man of High Fidelity,
·
:i
(11] Armstrong, "A Method of Reducing Disturbances in RadioSignañng by a System of Frequency Moôulation,"
Proc~dings ôftb.e 'IRE, 24,5 (May 1936): 689-740.
I
.
. "
[12) M. G. Crosby,"Frequency Modulation Noise Characteristics," Proceedings of the IRE, 2!:i,4 (April 1937): ~72514.
(13] Hans Roder,"Noise in Frequençy Modulation," Electronics (May 1937): 22-25; 60-64.
[14) Jofin R. Carson and Thornton C. Fry, "Variable Frequency Electrical Circuìt Theo!')'with Application to the Theory
of FrequencyModulation, Bell Labs Tecfinical Journa1,' 16 (Octol::lert.1937): 513-540. ,
'"
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Mischa Schwartz (contínued)
the experiments based on them. Only system and
circuit diagrams, usually prepared for purposes of
proving dates of inventions, are all that is available.
Using the existing documentation, however, it does
appear possible to this author to establish a reasonable
approximate "eureka" date for the conception of the
invention. The date seems to be September 1931, fully
16 months before the patent application was made.
On what basis is this date of the invention of
wide-deviation/wideband FM as a means of reducing
noise made? The Armstrong Papers housed in the
Columbia University Rare Book Library contain much
documentation concerning his conflict with RCA on his
FM inventions, including the litigation he commenced
against RCA in July 1948. This protracted litigation
would end with a despondent Armstrong taking his life
on January 31, 1954 [15]. In particular, a memo pre
pared for the litigation dated December 17, 1948, and
labeled "WideSwing Patent, Information obtained by
questioning Armstrong," states, in part [16):
"First tried muttiplìer ln receiver to raise
mid-frequency and swing from 35 kc
[kHz] ± 5kc to 140 kc ± 20 kc. No
improvement because noise multiplied.
Then tried multiplier at transmitter to
multiply mid-frequency and swing with
out multiplying noise. At 140 kc± 15 or
20 kc first found reduction in tube noise.
Six months to be sure of this. First writ
ten description March 30, 1932
[Emphasis added]."
So, if Armstrong's recollection almost 17 years
after the events leading up to the invention of wideband

FM is assumed accurate, the invention must have been
conceived six months prior to March 30, 1932, that is, in
September 1931. Unfortunately, the written description
referred to in the memo has not been located. But
some corroborating information does exist, namely, a
hand-drawn sketch made by Armstrong on July 21,
1932, and labeled: "Demonstration of Reduction of Tube
Noise by FM at 7.5 meters."[17)
In addition, on August 23, 1932, a month after
making this sketch, Armstrong prepared a detailed
memo to his patent attorneys Moses and Nolte that was
very similar in wording and content to the wideband
patent submitted to the patent office five months tater
[18). Another corroborating fact is that Armstrong
demonstrated his (narrowband) FM system using the
Armstrong method of FM generation at his Columbia
laboratory to RCA personnel on June 25, 1931. The RCA
engineers found that his system-which featured a
limiter in the receiver as welt as balanced detection (the
tatter scheme presumably carried over from his earlier
work on noise cancellatlon)-provided "a much more
favorable impression of the possibilities of FM than ...
at Riverhead [the RCA site]" [19).
This "favorable impression" presumably was a
result of Armstrong's superior electronics and design,
including the limiter and balanced detection. A month
later, on August 26, 1931, in a memo from one RCA
engineer to another, the comment was made that FM
did not seem as promising as phase modulation for short
wave experiments. It did note, however, that where FM
could be used, the receiver characteristics caused
balancing of a large part of the noise, "particularly from
the lower audio frequencies. [20]" [Emphasisadded]
One should note that using lower audio
frequencies entails using a reduced audio bandwidth,

[15) Lessing, Man of HighFidelityand Tom Lewis, Empire of the Air: TheMen Who MadeRadio(New York:
HarperCollins, 1991).
[16) Memorandum, "Wideswing Patent, Dec. 17, 1948, Information obtained by questioning Armstrong," p. 2, Box
160, Armstrong Papers. It is not clear who prepared this memo, but the person quoted is clearly Armstrong. In the
quoted text, the term "multiplier at transmitter" refers to the use of what is now called the Armstrong method of
generating FM.
[17] Armstrong, hand-drawn sketch, "Demonstration of Reduction of Tube Noise by FM at 7.5 meters," Box 159,
Armstrong Pápers. The sketch is reproduced in Frost, "The Evolutionof Frequency ModulationRadio," p. 220. The
wavelength of 7.5 meters corresponds to a transmission frequency of 40 MHz.
[18] Memorandum,Armstrong to Mosesand Nolte, August 23, 1932, Box 245, Armstrong Papers. The word
"Speciñcatìon" appears as a title on page 3 of this memo. Each page, moreover, is signed by S. Nolte and another
person, perhaps another lawyer. There is no accompanying information of any kind, however.
[19] Letter, C. W. Hansell to J. W. Conklin, RD-1105, RCA, June 27, 1931, Box 160, Armstrong Papers.
(20] Hansell to Ralph R. Beat, Aug. 26, 1931, Folder labeled "Notes from Forta's Original Examination," Box 160,
Armstrong Papers. These notes appear to have been prepared during the Armstrong-RCA litigation.
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and the ratio of frequency deviation to audio bandwidth
increases as a result. This approach effectively caused
the system to behave like a wide-deviation one. Could
Armstrong have gotten the idea of using wide-deviation
FM to suppress noise from these experiments? Note,
too, that these experiments occurred just prior to the
suggestedSeptember 1931 "eureka" date.
In conclusion, the process involved in Arm
strong's conception of the noise-suppression property of
wide-deviation FM can be summarized as follows:
l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

6_ympo.síum ~emínde'r
Üc:4:ober ff, 2bo7

As part of the events making up SHOT's celebra
tion of its fiftieth anniversary, the Smithsonian
Institution's National Postal Museum is hosting a
one-day symposium on the history of communica
tion technologies on Wednesday, October 17.
The event's organizers are the Mercurians and the
He worked for years in an attempt to reduce atmos National Postal Museum. Symposium attendance
pheric noise-static-being picked up by radio will be open to the public.
receivers.
The symposium will take place at the
Experiments he carried out on signals transmitted National Postal Museum, which is across the
on closely spaced carrier frequencies convinced him street from Union Station, a terminus for rail
that noise at those frequencies could be cancelled (Amtrak and Marc) and Metro lines, making it
out. These experiments were the basis of his 1928 convenient for those attending the SHOT meeting
IRE paper, quickly critiqued negatively by John R. and those coming from out of town. The event
Carson of Bell Labs.
will begin at 10:00 am and run until 5:00 pm.
Roughly at the same time he worked on The talks will be on a range of topics that reflect
(narrowband) FM, served as a consultant to RCA, the loose meaning of the term "communication
and came up with improved FM systems.
technologies," an interpretation that the Mercuri
In June 1931 he demonstrated to RCA engineers a ans have embraced since their inception many
narrowband FM system that incorporated both a years ago. The program and paper abstracts are
limiter and balanced detection that appeared to posted on the National Postal Museum's website
provide some noise improvement compared to RCA's (www. postal museum .si .edu/symposiums/2007own FM systems.
10-17 .html).
The August 1931 note written by one RCA engineer
The proximity to Union Station means that
to another about Armstrong's FM system pointed out attendees will have access to a wide range of eat
that the receiver characteristics provided balancing ing places, but only some of which offer customer
of a large part of the noise, particularly at the lower seating.
A list of these places is posted at:
audio frequencies.
One might presume that http ://www.unionstationdc.com/dinning.asp.
The
Armstrong, using this observation, subsequently list includes such "cafés" as Au Bon Pain, Café
came up with the idea of deliberately widening the Renée, and the Corner Bakery Café as well as a
FM frequency deviation.
number of restaurants and grills, America and B.
September 1931: This is the presumed date of Arm Smith's being two examples.
The website also
strong's conception and invention of wide-deviation/
offers a 15º/o discount coupon good at a number
wideband FM.
of Union Station shops and eating places.
Six months of work to verify the noise-reduction
property of wideband FM. A written description of
MOST IMPORTANTLY!!
this work made on March 30, 1932, remains
Please register for the symposium.
missing.
July 21, 1932: Armstrong made a hand-drawn The Museum's
events
coordinator
sketch that referred specifically to the
noise- needs an estimate of the number of
reducing property of (wideband) FM.
attendees to expect. The website is:
August 29, 1932: Armstrong wrote a memo to his
lawyers containing essentially the same wording as http:/ /www.postalmuseum.si.edu/
symposiums/2007-10-17 _
his wideband FM patent.
January 24, 1933: Armstrong's application to the registration.html.
U.S. Patent Office for his wideband FM invention.
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Mílítar_y Communícatíons:
from An cíent Tí mes to the 2 1 st Centur_y
Christopher H. Sterlíng
Editor's Note:
We are delighted to present this extract from the "Introduction" pp. xxiii - xxviii to Christopher Sterling, ed., Military
Communications: From Ancient Times to the 21st Century(Santa Barbara,e.A: ABC-CUO, November2007), which
we reproducehere with the generous permission of ABC-CLIO. The projected publicationdate is November 2007,
and copies are available from the publisher through the ABC-CLIO website (www.abc-dio.com) or by telephoning
toll-free (in the USA and canada): 800-368-6868.
Pages: 600 + 45 illus., annotated bibliography, index; Print $95.00,ISBN 1-85109-732·5; Also available as an eBook.

Introduction
It has often been said that armies travel on their
stomach. Even truer is that armies (and navies,
and more recently air forces) travel-and fight
by relying strongly on their modes of communi
cation. This survey introduces the history of mili
tary communications, in part by placing the
entries that follow in a larger context, with the
intent of providing a brief chronological overview
of major trends in both the relevant technologies
and their many applications. It suggests at least
three revolutions have occurred in military com
munications since the first, around 1850-the
coming of the electric telegraph, of wireless a
half-century later, and of the digital era of today.
In the vast and growing literature on all
aspects of military history on land, at sea, and in
the air, a common omission in most cases is any
description or analysis of the role of communica
tions. {The relatively few exceptions are found in
the Further Reading section at the end of this
book, as well as in the references for individual
entries within the text.) The numbers of general
wartime histories, assessments of specific bat
tles, reviews of weapon development, and biog
raphies of key figures are countless-but precious
little is mentioned of the actual communication
links that often made the difference between vic
tory and defeat. While exceptions to this dearth
can be found (the literature describing the 1942
Battle of Midway comes to mind, as do other
studies of World War II code breaking), several
reasons underlie this missing history.
Central to the "missing in action" status of
communications history is that modes of commu
nicating (whether military or in general) changed
little over most of the span of human conflict.
Human couriers, messages sent by pigeons or
dogs, signaling with fire, smoke, drums, or
horns-all of these were well known to the

ancient Greeks and even earlier populations.
While technology gradually transformed weapons
(artìllery and small guns, for example, by the
early Renaissance), fortification (from castles of
the Middle Ages to underground defenses by the
eighteenth century), transport (steam rail and
ships by the nineteenth century), and medical
care for the wounded, but comparatively little
progress was evident in communications.
Considering communications technology
went unchanged until about 1850, how orders
were sent or received was seen (if noted at all)
as part of the background to confrontation,
sometimes acknowledged by historians, but more
usually ignored-or
merely presumed, thus
requiring no comment.
As one British Royal
Navy officer said about the role of military com
munications
nearly a hundred years ago,
"Considering the amount of attention bestowed
to the art of war by the ancients, it is strange
that so little information regarding the methods
of transmitting orders amongst the armies and
fleets can have filtered down to modern
times" (Shore 1915).
Though perhaps not immediately evident,
the entries in this encyclopedia demonstrate that
military communication history can be divided
into several distinct periods.

Pre-Electric Era (to 1850)
Prior to the last two centuries, military communication
was generally restricted to the distance a man could see
or the speed at which he could travel. Couriers, or mes
sengers-on foot, horseback, wagon, or stagecoach,or
aboarda ship-defined the speed of sendingand receiv
ing messages. Likewise, communication distanceswere
severely limited.
The twenty-six mile marathons run
today honor a Greek courier who in 490 BCE ran that
distance to tell Athens of a military victory-and
promptly droppeddead from the exertion.
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From those days down to the famous
1776 lamp-in-the-steeple signal ("one if by land,
two if by sea"), sent to Paul Revere and bringing
about his famous ride of warning, means of sig
naling saw remarkably little change, let alone
improvement. A Roman commander would have
readily understood most communication methods
used nearly two millennia later. Yet the need for
effective communication grew with the size of
armies committed to battle. From the late six
teenth to the late eighteenth centuries, fighting
forces became both better trained and more pro
fessional-and expanded by a factor of ten
making coordination and signaling that much
more important.
From the earliest times, fire beacons or
smoke signals were used for simple, unidirec
tional, prearranged messages, such as reporting
a victory or the sighting of enemy forces. Eliza
bethan England, for example, used a system of
fire beacons to warn of the progress of the Span
ish Armada through the English Channel in 1588.
Signaling modes through history also included
sound-drums and other music signals in addition
to simple shouting.
Pigeons and dogs, and
sometimes couriers, were often used to carry
messages over greater distances. Maori signal
ing, in what is now modern New Zealand, and the
study of Native American signaling help to dem
onstrate the innovative communication used by
various native populations.
Indeed, during the
French and Indian War in North America {17561763), both sides used traditional modes of
Native American signaling often not that much
different from those of the European powers,
which had changed so little over time.
In late twelfth-century China, Genghis
Khan used homing pigeons as couriers, establish
ing pigeon messenger posts and relay sites from
his Mongol capital, extending to Europe and Asia.
A pigeon carried messages at speeds of up to 50
miles per hour and flew over mountains, rivers,
and enemy territory, while a mounted courier
could only travel a few miles per hour. Using
pigeons as messengers, Genghis Khan was able
to send expedited commands to his various
armies and distant sovereignties.
Architecture also played a part in early
modes of communication.
Surviving evidence
indicates, for example, that means of communi
cation (chiefly signal towers) were included as an

integral part of both the Great Wall of China and
of Hadrian's Wall, among other Roman works.
Signal station remains clutter the British Isles,
some dating from before Rome's occupation. The
military roads of the Roman and later empires,
including the British in the eighteenth and nine
teenth centuries, were an important means of
both transport and communications.
Only by the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries did important innovations in military
communications first begin to appear. In the late
1700s, the United Kingdom's Royal Navy intro
duced a standard system of signal flags, devel
oped by Admiral Lord Howe and improved by
Home Riggs Popham during Britain's constant
wars with France. These soon facilitated the
sending of unplanned messages in both direc
tions.
Admiral Nelson made good use of Pop
ham's flag system to control his ships at the
1805 Battle of Trafalgar (sending the iconic
"England expects that every man will do his
duty" message just as the fighting began),
resulting in his defeating the French and Spanish
fleets.
Changes were evident ashore as well.
The invention of the telescope in 1608 helped to
initiate the use of visual signaling methods and
prompted several early semaphore systems. In
1684, Robert Hook offered a semaphore system
that used various suspended shapes in the day
time and torches at night. Irishman Richard Lov
ell Edgeworth, in the late 1760s, proposed his
"tellograph," a series of windmill sails of specific
shapes and colors for which he proposed a sys
tem of towers and trained operators-one of the
first proposals for a complete signaling system.
In France, Claude Chappe began building
mechanical semaphore stations at various high
points around the country in 1794. Each one
used a system of wooden shutters that, by set
ting different patterns, could indicate different
words or messages. Reserved for senior military
officials and government users, his complex net
work eventually linked Paris to important French
towns and, during the Napoleonic Wars, even
reached Amsterdam and Milan. Napoleon's Mili
tary Telegraph Service operated the Chappe
semaphore system and could achieve message
transmission speeds as high as 120 miles per
hour in ideal conditions.
It was used for tactical
field signals on occasion, but was generally more
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helpful on the strategic level. The semaphore
networks that had so aided Napoleon's armies
were also used to report his final defeat at
Waterloo in 1815.
The British Admiralty also built a system
of fixed semaphore stations to communicate
between London and its bases along the south
coast, though it operated on different principles.
Similar, though shorter, systems built in Sweden
by Abraham Edelkrantz, by Germany, and around
some East Coast harbors of the United States
(using two- or three-armed long metal sema
phores) could provide early notice of ship arri
vals-and gave rise to the many "telegraph hill"
or "signal hill" locations that survive still. Sema
phore stations, however, were expensive to
build, staff (they required well-trained opera
tors), and maintain and were abandoned to fall
into disrepair as soon as the immediate emer
gency passed. And as more countries became
allied in larger wars, language differences often
slowed message communication.
In the mean
time, military forces continued to rely on postal
services {their own and those more generally
available) to serve the needs of both command
ers and common soldiers to stay in touch with
their families.

Telegraph and Telephone ( 1850-1900)
The first important revolution in military signaling
came in the mid-nineteenth
century with the
invention of electric telegraphy. This was an era
of electrifying change-in the sense of the tech
nologies introduced as well as their transforming
impact.
For the first time, messages could be
sent considerable distances ( eventually thou
sands of miles) in a matter of minutes.
While
many inventors worked on the telegraph, the
system most widely adopted was that developed
by Samuel F. B. Morse, which ultimately used a
standard Morse code made up of patterns of dots
and dashes to represent letters and numbers.
The military potential of telegraphy soon
led to its application.
The first military test of
telegraphy came during the Crimean War ( 18541856) in· which Britain and France sought to stop
Russian expansion into Ottoman {Turkish) terri
tory.
An extensive Russian electric telegraph
system provided a vital link from north of St.
Petersburg (then the capital) through Moscow

and south to Sevastopol on the Black Sea (site of
a long siege) as well as east to Warsaw. On the
other side, British Royal Engineers built and
operated 21 miles of telegraph line between Brit
ish headquarters at Balaclava and those of the
French in Kamiesch.
In 1855, a private firm
under military direction constructed an undersea
cable of 340 miles (by far the longest ever built
to that point) to connect Balaclava across the
Black Sea with Varna in present-day Bulgaria and
then connect with existing continental telegraph
lines. Thus commanders in the field were for the
first time interfered with (they felt) by constant
questions and suggestions
(and sometimes
orders) from distant military headquarters in
London and Paris. Cyrus Field spearheaded the
many expeditions to create a successful undersea
cable across the Atlantic.
During the 1861-1865 American Civil War,
the key communications organizations included
the competing Union Army's Army Signal Corps
( established in 1860), headed by Albert Myer,
and the U.S. Military Telegraph Corps (formed in
1863), directed by Anson Stager, as well as the
Confederate Signal Corps.
Construction
and
operation (let alone protection) of telegraph lines
became an increasingly central military function.
Indeed, development of mobile telegraph units
were needed to keep up with fast-moving troop
formations, as were older and more traditional
methods such as the use of couriers. The news
of President Abraham Lincoln's death in April
1865 was sent around Washington DC's guard
posts by flag and lantern signals, but reached the
world by electric telegraph.
The Army Signal Corps also pioneered
aerial reconnaissance and communication when
Thaddeus Lowe used hot air balloons to survey
above Confederate lines. Simple means of sig
naling (waving arms or white rags, or dropping
messages tied to a rock) allowed those who were
carried in the balloon's baskets to indicate what
they saw back to forces on the ground. For the
first time, common modes of visual (flag and
torch) communication were taught at both Anna
polis and West Point, a sure indicator of the
growing importance of communications in the
American military.
Balloons and pigeons were
used to communicate messages in and out of
Paris during the 1871 siege by the Germans.
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Use of both the telegraph
and the heliograph mirror device
greatly
aided
mílitary
forces
(some of which would soon
become the Royal
Corps
of
Signals in 1920) during British
colonial military signaling efforts
in India, Africa (including the Boer
War), and the Middle East. These
technologies were also valuable to
U.S. Army detachments during
the post-Civil War expeditions in
the American West to suppress
Indian
uprisings.
Effective
communication
and
thus
coordination of often thinly spread _
military forces frequently proved
essential to success.
The short
Spanish-American
War saw
similar applications, along with
use of some field telephones.
At the same time, naval
communication was greatly improved by the
development of several types of night signals
that used prearranged patterns of colored lights
mounted high on a ship's mast.
Heretofore,
naval signaling had been largely limited to
daytime hours when ships could see signal flags
flown by other vessels.
The telephone, developed in the late
1870s, largely by Alexander Graham Bell, had a
slower initial acceptance than had its wired fore
bear, telegraphy. lt did not strike most observ
ers as being as revolutionary as the earlier tele
graph. Bell demonstrated his talking device to
fascinated people at the Centennial Exhibition in
Philadelphia on a fateful day in June 1876. But
for several decades (until the early 1900s), the
telephone remained an expensive device and ser
vice (few could afford to subscribe), it could only
communicate short distances, and it left no
physical record of the communicated message.
The telegraph readily overcame these shortcom
ings, though it required well-trained operators
who could present security problems.
Thus the
full potential of the telephone was only slowly
realized. The first military telephone switchboard
was not installed by Britain until 1896.
While
telephones were quickly adopted in headquar
ters, tactical or strategic use would await
improved technology in the twentieth century.

Only in 1915, for example, did
the American Telephone
&
Telegraph Co.
(AT&T) open
the
first
coast-to-coast
telephone link-and telephone
undersea cables did not appear
until 1956.
Britain
demonstrated
what diplomatic and military
needs-melded with vision and
planning-could accornpllsh as
it developed
its "All
Red"
network of telegraph undersea
cables to link its empire posts.
{The term "all red" was a
_ reference to maps, sometimes
on postage stamps, that often
showed the British Empire and
its colonies in red.) Combined
with land telegraph lines, that
network allowed for quicker
military
response
when
needed, for example, to quell colonial uprisings.
By the late nineteenth century, Britain effectively
controlled most world communication networks.
Propelled by the 1898 Spanish-American
War, the United States also expanded its own
networks, constructing military telegraph cable
connections with Cuba {which could sometimes
get messages to Washington in twenty minutes,
though communications with naval commanders
often took far longer), out to the Philippines, and
up to and within Alaska (which by 1900 included
a 150-mile wireless telegraph link across a bay),
all of which were eventually turned over to com
mercial operators. The United States also inte
grated wired modes of communication into its
extensive system of turn-of-the-century
coast
defense installations built to protect major harbor
cities and naval bases. These concrete structures
included sometimes complex means of fire con
trol to enable large guns to hit targets miles off
shore. Telephone links tied commanders both to
individual gun batteries and to central headquar
ters.
The Army Signal Corps first provided
extensive combat photography during this con
flict.

Wireless (1895-1914) ...
And here our extract ends!
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Erik Larson.
Thunderstruck.
New
York: Crown Publishers, 2006. 463
pages. ISBN 978 1 4000 8066-3,
$25.95.
The most compelling portion of Erik Larson's fine
book Thunderstruck might bolster the theory that
history repeats itself cyclically. Larsen's work of
nonfiction treats a period, mostly in Britain,
spanning the years 1894-1910. The book is con
structed around the major English murder case of
the era, but it's also the story of the development
of a new and important technology.
Most of us will recall-however hazily-
some events of June 17, 1994. Orenthal Jones
Simpson, best known to the world as OJ, a
retired football star and movie actor of modest
talents was due to present himself to the Los
Angeles Police Department where, in a ceremony
engineered by his lawyers, he was to surrender,
be arrested, and be charged with a double homi
cide in which his former wife and her unlucky
companion Ronald Goldman were the victims.
Simpson failed to appear at the appointed hour
of 11 a.m. In early evening, the police who were
tracking cell phone messages, found him on
Interstate 405.
Simpson was traveling in the
rear seat of a white Ford Bronco being piloted by
a friend, Al Cowlings. Fearful that the fugitive,
who was carrying a gun, might kill himself,
police, who had drawn abreast of the vehicle,
held back and made no arrest. What ensued was
the now legendary slow (40 mph) chase in which
Cowlings proceeded along highways for an hour,
pursued by police cars, motorcycles, and police
helicopters, while the entire procedure was moni
tored by dozens of news service helicopters that
provided live coverage for the millions who
enjoyed the drama on television. Even program
ming of the National Basketball Finals was inter
rupted to broadcast the pursuit.
Eventually
driven by Cowlings back to the Simpson home,
which was surrounded by hundreds of reporters
from all over the world, the "Juice" was arrested.
I hardly need mention the outcome of his trial.
The centerpiece of Larson's story is a still
slower chase that lasted a week in late July of
1910.
Dr. Hawley Harvey Crippen, age 48, an
American homeopath and sometime purveyor of
patent medicines, was traveling under an

assumed name from Anvers (Antwerp), Belgium
to Quebec City aboard a Canadian Pacific liner,
Montrose.
With him was his mistress, Ethel
LeNeve, disguised as a teenage boy whom
Crippen alleged was his son. Some six months
earlier he had poisoned his wife, Belle, and had
disposed of much of her remains under the cellar
floor of the couple's north London house.
Days
before the voyage he been questioned by
Inspector Walter Dew of Scotland Yard in
response to pleas from friends of Belle concerned
about her disappear-ance. The day after seeing
the detective, an anxious Crippen fled Britain for
Belgium, traveling with the drag-clad girlfriend.
Portions of the dead wife were soon found by
Dew, and a general alarm was issued by Scotland
Yard for Hawley and LeNeve.
Captain Kendall knew of the murder case
and its suspects from newspapers he had read
before sailing from Anvers. While mingling with
the second class passengers he became suspi
cious of a pair: the father and son with the sur
name Robinson.
On July 22 Montrose left the
English Channel and Kendall realized,
as he
passed near the large Marconi wireless station at
Poldhu, Cornwall, that this was his last chance to
reliably signal the police of his theory that the
Robinsons were the fugitives. The message was
sent, conveyed by the Marconi company to the
line's office in Liverpool, and from there dis
patched to Scotland Yard. Inspector Dew was
delegated to overtake Montrose on a faster
ship-the Laurentic.
News of the pursuit was
now the top story in the European and North
American press; papers each day showed maps
indicating the closing gap between the two ves
sels.
Captain Kendall had arranged by wireless
to provide news about his experiences- spiced
with observations
about the Robinsons-to
appear in the London Daily Mail. The messages
were first radioed to the paper's office in Mont
real, then relayed to England via cable.
Of
course, wireless telegraphy offered no privacy,
and his account inevitably appeared elsewhere.
Most intriguing perhaps was Kendall's guessing
that the younger Robinson was likely female;
among the clues were her "lady-like" table man
ners. I was reminded of that amusing chapter in
Huckleberry Finn where Huck goes ashore dis
guised as a girl; his ruse is soon uncovered by a
smart woman who notices how he threads a
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needle and throws and catches.
Dew drew close to the fugitives near the
mouth of the St. Lawrence River. Unfortunately,
there were 50 reporters hovering nearby in the
coastal town of Father Point, and Dew was concerned that their presence might convey to Crippen that his arrest was imminent. Crippen had
left a loaded revolver in London, and Dew, who
had found that weapon, was concerned that the
killer might have another with which to commit
suicide or murder and to prevent his capture.
The clever manner in which Dew disguised
himself
and
outmaneuvered
reporters before boarding is neatly
described and contrasts sharply with
the bungled police work in the
Simpson case.
One must be wary of overstating similarities between the two
murder stories.
Larson never
makes such a connection: it's my
invention.
Crippen was tried and
hanged in England.
Ethel was
acquitted, changed her name, married, and had a family. ln contrast,
Simpson today relaxes on the golf
course.
Central to the pursuit of
Crippen-and central to the public's
fascination-was
the killer's total
ignorance of the chase, while the
world watched, thanks to a still
novel medium. Simpson knew that
America was glued to his journeyroadsides and overpasses were lined
with fans and the curious in a festive mood. The
technology at work was not particularly new.
The Simpson case ultimately was about race.
What gives the Crippen story its special intrigue
is that it's about technology: the relatively new
technology of wireless telegraphy at sea.
The Crippen caper is generally acknowledged to be the first instance of a major crime
resolved through the intervention of wireless. It
is here that Thunderstruck offers special interest
to historians of technology, especially communications technologies. The title comes from the
harsh sound made by a spark gap transmitter,
the generator of electromagnetic waves princlpally used in the earliest years of maritime wireless that creates a miniature bolt of lighting each
time a telegraph key is pressed. Its chief propo-

nent was, of course, Marconi, and Larson cleverly
intersperses Marconi's story, including the earli
est demonstrations that the 22 year old Italian
gave to various key figures in England, his con
troversial demonstration in 1901 that he could
bridge the Atlantic with a wireless signal convey
ing the Morse coded letter s, and finally his
development of the major corporation devoted to
wireless at sea and transoceanic messaging.
Marconi gets as much attention as Crippen
and their two stories are interleaved, chapter by
chapter. There is nothing of hero worship in the
Marconi saga; we learn the
unpleasant facts of his personal
life-his
social insensitivity,
mistreatment of women, espedally his first wife, his infidelities and the antagonisms he
created with some of his closest
associates who had helped him
at key junctures, e.g. the electrical
engineering
professor
Ambrose Fleming who felt
slighted at not receiving credit
in the letter S experiment, and
William Preece, chief electrician
for the British Post Office who
guided Marconi as he demonstrated his invention to interested parties throughout England only to be hurt when his
protégé establíshed a privately
capitalized corporation to market his wireless system. Preece
had believed that the British Post Office, using
Marconi's invention, would develop a system of
wireless telegraphy just as it had advanced the
British wired telegraphy system.
An account of the rough, contentious
world of early wireless entrepreneurship in the
UK would be incomplete without the serious
attention Larson rightly gives to the touching
story of Oliver Lodge who some experts believe
deserves priority over Marconi for inventing wire
less telegraphy. Marconi's focus and determina
tion is neatly contrasted by Larson with Lodge's
distractibility.
Chief among his distractions was
an obsessive interest in psychical research and
mediums, a not uncommon pursuit which had
snared the likes of Arthur Conan Doyle and Wil
liam James in the early 20th century. In the
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case of Lodge this belief took on increased poign
ancy as he became convinced that he had com
municated with his dead son Raymond, killed in
the Great War just before Christmas in 1915.
My town of 30,000 people has a relatively
small library. It nevertheless houses 26 items
books, tapes, CD's and DVD's-related to the
Simpson case. The Crippen story led to an abun
dance of publications: Inspector Dew produced a
book (I Caught Crippen) as did Crippen's girl
friend, who completed her work while her lover
faced execution. There are a number of popular
accounts, and one can obtain a transcript of the
trial.
Like Simpson, Crippen became an icon of
popular culture. Both murder cases illustrate the
potential commodification of murder.
In April of
1912 a play based on Crippen, Captured by Wire
less, circulated in America while a lighthearted
musical appeared at the Strand Theatre in
London in 1961. It's only a matter of time before
someone does a Broadway show or opera about
Simpson.
George Orwell treated the Crippen
case in one of his gracefully written essays,
Decline of the English Murder. He saw the crime
as exemplifying a popular English type that the
public devoured prior to World War Two. The
common factors were the use of poison as a
weapon
by
a
middle
class,
seemingly
respectable,
perpetrator
who went
astray
because of a "guilty passion," and scenes that no
novelist would dare to make up, e.g., Ethel
disguised as the killer's son. The crime had to
elicit pity for both victim and murderer. He saw
the attraction of these tales made possible by a
stable society permeated by "an all prevailing
hypocrisy."
It is clear that Larsen has made wise and
heavy use of secondary sources for his book, but
he has additionally delved into the records of the
London Metropolitan Police accumulated during
the Crippen case, read documents in the Marconi
archives
at Oxford,
and
interviewed
the
inventor's daughter and grandson. Although the
book reads like good fiction, the author is
scrupulous about not inventing quotations.
Any

(conclusíon)

words
out
of
a
character's
mouth
are
documented in the abundant endnotes.
One would not read Thunderstruck as a
deep source of technical information on early
wireless.
The Marconi spark era is well
documented in books by Weightman, Aitken, and
Hong(l]
(in order of increasing technical
sophistication), references that Larson has used
and acknowledged.
Authors not trained in
physics or engineering write technical history of
wireless at some peril
of revealing
their
ignorance. A recent popular and otherwise well
written book on the history of radio (whose name
I will mercifully not reveal here) has electrons
moving through vacuum tubes at the speed of
light and radio communication
made possible
when electrons leave a transmitting antenna and
move through space where they are drawn into
the receiving antenna.
There are few
embarrassing errors in Larson's work, doubtless
because he supplies limited specific physical
details where he might go wrong. Readers of the
book will come to realize that Marconi's efforts to
achieve reliable long-distance communication
during the difficult daylight hours by using
increasingly
longer wavelengths
was
bad
engineering, but in the end readers may not
really understand why, and here one must get
into the more difficult literature on the technical
history of radio communication.
ln writing Thunderstruck, Larson has
employed a formula that he mastered in an
earlier (2003) book titled The Devil in the White
City. This best seller also is built on interlocking
tales, but of architecture and murder, not
engineering and murder. One story details the
design and construction of the Chicago World's
Fair of 1893, with special attention paid to the
"White City" conceived by architect Daniel
Burnham. Simultaneous with the fair are the
nefarious activities of a serial killer preying on
young women from the vantage point of a nearby
hotel that he owned.
Thunderstruck was so
powerful that I don't believe I can now resist
buying The Devil in the White City.

[1] Specifically, these are: Gavin Weightman, Signor Marconi's Magic Box (Cambridge, MA:
Da Capo 2003); Hugh G. J. Aitken, Syntony and Spark: The Origins of Radio (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1976); Sun Gook Hong, Wireless: From Marconi's Black-Box to
the Audion (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2001).
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Thompson, Richard J. Crystal Clear: The
Struggle for Reliable Communications
Technology in World War II.
Hoboken:
IEEE Press, 2007. $54.95, ISBN: 0-47004606-6, 230 pages, 25 B&W photos,
index. Available from Wiley-IEEE Press,
www.wiley.com.
Review initially appeared in the IEEE History
Center Newsletter, Issue 74, July 2007, pp. 9-10.
Crystal Clear is a highly readable and engaging account
of the development of quartz crystal technology and the
pivotal role it played in the Allied victory during World
War II. Thompson's approach will appeal to readers
with a specialized interest in the history of science and
technology, as well as to a more general audience of
radio enthusiasts. His lengthy bibliography and exten
sive footnotes are particularly useful to scholars inter
ested in the development of wartime technology.
Thompson's inquiry into the use of quartz crystal
oscillators during World War Il and beyond incorporates
archival research, personal interviews and correspon
dence, as well as photographs from the National
Archives Stìll Pictures Collection to describe the wartime
effort to develop a mass production industry for crystal
radio units. Crystal Clear is the story of the successful
collaboration of government agencies, branches of the
military, industrialists, and basement hobbyists to
design, build, and supply a vital weapon in the form of
reliable wireless radio technology.
Much of Crystal Clear focuses on the strategic
importance of crystal-controlled radío equipment during
the Second World War
and on the U.S. Signal
Corps' efforts to produce
quartz oscillators which
would more reliably con
trol the transmission and
reception of radio fre
quencies.
Thompson's
account describes three
main crises faced by the
Signal Corps in its strug
gle to develop this form
of communications tech
nology. The first crisis
was created by the sud
den need for communica
tions equipment upon the

C':Jstaf Clear

United States' entry into World War II after the bombing
of Pearl Harbor. At the time, a mass production industry
for crystal units did not exist, nor was there any known
manufacturing process which would readily allow the
creation of one. The efforts to supply the needed radio
units created another crisis in that there was a sudden
demand for unprecedented amounts of raw quartz,
causing quartz to be categorized as a "strategic and
critical" material by the U.S. government. Although the
U.S. made efforts to find a domestic source, in the end
the only viable supply of radio grade crystals available
during the course of the war was from an interior region
of Brazil. Lastly, Thompson examines the "Aging Prob
lem" which refers to when crystal units failed in the field
becauseof manufacturing flaws.
Thompson notes that-although much has been
written about the development of radar and the atomic
bomb-the strategic importance of wireless radio com
munication is often overlooked and with it the direct
impact of quartz crystal technology on watches, cell
phones, color televisions, and computers.
The author, Richard J. Thompson, Jr., is the
Dean of Mathematics and Science at the College of Saint
Rose in Albany, New York. He received a Ph.D. in
astronomy and astrophysics from Pennsylvania State
University in 1994 and has served as a physics professor
and department chairman at McMurry University in Abi
lene Texas.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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